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the church minister, and it was the Rev. Cullen who opened the door to me. Without even pausing to speak to me, he spun around and shouted up the steps toward the second floor, "Countee! Countee! Come here! Langston Hughes is back."
In a sense I considered this my official welcome, under mistaken identity, into the Harlem literati. I promptly explained the situation and introduced myself, but these two friends of Langston remained cordial (albeit let down) and assured me that they could not tell one of us from the other by sight, so much did we look alike in those years. A night or two later Countee and I were both included in a small group invited to the apartment shared by Regina Anderson Andrews, the librarian, and Ethel Ray Nance, an editorial secretary in the office of either the Crisis or Opportunity, welcoming the real Langston Hughes home and listening to his reading of some of the poems he had written aboard the ships on which he worked and more recently in the kitchen of the Grand Duke night club in Paris.
One of the poems he read that night won the first Opportunity poetry prize soon thereafter and then became the title poem for The Weary Blues, his first book. A few weeks later Langston sent me from Washington, D.C., manuscript copies of these and other unpublished poems in which I had expressed interest. So it becomes an enormous satisfaction to one who has watched his bibliography grow over an arch of more than forty years to see it now compiled in manuscript form and awaiting publication.
It would be much too casual to merely observe that Hughes has been prolific. He has been a minstrel and a troubadour in the classic sense. He has had no other vocation, and he has lived by his writing since that winter evening we met in Harlem late in 1924 or early in 1925. Naturally, the lean years and the full years considered, this has required versatility. Hughes has worked competently in all the literary forms. As a man of letters he has done what needed to be done; poems, song lyrics, librettos; short stories, novels, sketches, articles; plays, pageants, revues; autobiographies, books for children, and adult nonfiction. But nothing he has written has been out of tune with his first poems. Almost any biographical piece about him could appropriately be called "The Negro Who Spoke of Rivers." And his repeated use of the word soul in the refrain of his first widely published poem represents the first extension of this word into its current connotations, indicating a kind of "Negro" quality in certain areas of American self-expression and culture.
Arna Bontemps University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
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WORKING WITH LANGSTON HUGHES
It took only a day for visitors, like myself, to learn the first rule of Langston Hughes' household--don't call before noon! Close friends knew the second rule--have a good reason t'o call before 3:00! Langston was a night worker. To him, the hours between midnight and 6:00 a.m. were the most productive.
I In the evening I tried again and this time Mrs. Harper directed me up three flights of narrow stairs to Langston's quarters. The layout was geared to comfort and hospitality--a large booklined, memento filled room, an overflowing desk i one corner, easy chairs and a long couch in the middle. From the main room one could see a small kitchen, a bedroom and an "office" with bulging cabinets of contracts, manuscripts, letters and notes. Birthday cards and gifts covered the mantel. February 1, had been remembered by many friends.
He was an easy man to talk with and an easy man to like. The conversation swirled around the several people in the room and carried above the phonograph blasting out a variety of blues and bop. It was good talk, mostly for fun, and Langston led it with an effortless humor, not dominating, but simply keeping his hand in with a joke or a sharp opinion.
What about my work--the bibliography? Would I want to include his foreign publications, his readings for phonograph records? Would I like to spend some time in the basement, where, he said, I would find a vast array of unsorted journals and books? A truck came regularly from Yale University Library, but a great backlog remained, waiting for the careful organization and listing Langston liked to devote to all his papers. He was, he said, "a librarian at heart."
As we talked Langston moved rapidly around the room, cigarette ashes falling in all directions, looking for a bibliography of Carl Van Vechten. When did I want to work? Anytime before 3:00 was out--but after that "come on up, bring your typewriter, use the bedroom, I'11 put the books in there." I was on my way down the stairs when he called me back, "Hey, Dickinson how about a drink to the bibliography?" We launched it in good style.
For the next week and a half I worked at the Schomburg Collection in the morning and at Langston's in the afternoon and evening. When I stopped work at midnight or 1:00 a.m., the music and the talk in the adjoining room had also quieted, but he was beginning his night's work. The result was unbelievable, "Simple columns, a speech to a group of Spanish teachers on translation, an editing job on a new collection of poems, a review, a play in progress, and letters to friends all over the world. The desk was well organized, air-mail paper in one section, post cards in another. Letters were precise and full of detail--the name and address of his Dutch publisher, a list of recent anthologies in which his work appeared--often important sections were underlined with green ink. A secretary handled some of the letters, but the personal touch was always there.
I spent the last day of my visit in the basement sorting through piles of magazines, newspapers, and books. After several hours I was glad 
